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Eye tracking studies have suggested that, when viewing images centrally presented on a com-
puter screen, observers tend to fixate the middle of the image. This so-called ‘central bias’ was
later also observed in mobile eye tracking during outdoors navigation, where observers were
found to fixate the middle of the head-centered video image. It is unclear,however, whether the
extension of the central bias to mobile eye tracking in outdoors navigation may have been due
to the relatively long viewing distances towards objects in this task and the constant turning of
the body in the direction of motion, both of which may have reduced the needfor large am-
plitude eye movements. To examine whether the central bias in day-to-dayviewing is related
to the viewing distances involved, we here compare eye movements in threetasks (indoors
navigation, tea making, and card sorting), each associated with interactions with objects at
different viewing distances. Analysis of gaze positions showed a central bias for all three tasks
that was independent of the task performed. These results confirm earlier observations of the
central bias in mobile eye tracking data, and suggest that differences in the typical viewing
distance during different tasks have little effect on the bias. The results could have interesting
technological applications, in which the bias is used to estimate the direction of gaze from
head-centered video images, such as those obtained from wearable technology.

Keywords: eye tracking, eye movement, gaze, attention, central bias, mobile eye tracking,
technology

Introduction

When viewing the external world, observers make eye
movements to shift their gaze to foveate objects of interestfor
further visual processing. Despite many years of research,
it is not fully understood how targets for such gaze shifts
are selected. Saliency models have been proposed, in which
viewers are assumed to shift their gaze to objects and parts
of the scene that are likely to attract attention, making useof
the distribution of features such as colors, edges, and contrast
in the scene (Itti, Koch, & Niebur, 1998; Itti & Koch, 2001).
Observers, however, also have a strong tendency to fixate the
center of an image (Tatler, 2007) and it has been suggested
when quantifying the performance of saliency models, that
this central bias needs to serve as the baseline for evaluat-
ing a model’s performance, suggesting a crucial role for the
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central bias in allocating visual attention (Clarke & Tatler,
2014). Similar support for this essential role for oculomotor
biases was found by Tatler and Vincent (2009).

The tendency to fixate the center of an image, the central
bias, has been consistently found in studies in which partici-
pants fixate images (Parkhurst, Law, & Niebur, 2002; Tatler,
2007), isolated words (Vitu, Kapoula, Lancelin, & Lavigne,
2004), head centered video recordings (Cristino & Baddeley,
2009; Foulsham, Walker, & Kingstone, 2011; ’t Hart et al.,
2009), movie clips (Dorr, Martinetz, Gegenfurtner, & Barth,
2010; Tseng, Carmi, Cameron, Munoz, & Itti, 2009), and
also when walking around freely (Foulsham et al., 2011;
’t Hart et al., 2009). In image and video viewing, the bias
may represent a bias towards objects of interest. Peo-
ple, when taking photographs, have a tendency to direct
the camera in such a way that objects of interest are lo-
cated in the center of the image, known as the photogra-
pher’s bias (Reinagel & Zador, 1999). Viewers of these im-
ages may use this tendency and therefore focus on the cen-
ter of the image, where objects of interest can often be
found due to this bias. In free navigation, the navigator
may act as a ‘photographer’ and aim for objects of interest
to be located in the center of the image (Dorr et al., 2010;
Schumann et al., 2008), but more likely, such a possible
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viewing strategy could reflect a different approach, such as an
attempt to keep the eye in mid-orbit, from where it is easier to
move the eye quickly (Biguer, Jeannerod, & Prablanc, 1982;
Pelz & Canosa, 2001; Tatler, 2007). During free navigation,
the observer can make gaze shifts by combining body, head,
and eye rotations, and the selection of how to shift one’s gaze
may depend on the size of the required gaze shift, although
large variability across observers has been reported (Fuller,
1992).

Establishing the central bias during day-to-day viewing
has technological implications. Mobile eye tracking equip-
ment may not be affordable to everyone. Moreover, re-
searchers interested in gaze coordination of larger groupsof
research participants, for example in school settings or trans-
port hubs, may be interested in lower-cost options to track
each individual’s gaze. Glasses with small head-centered
video cameras are now widely available at a low cost. These
may come in the form of the Google Glass system, the Mi-
crosoft HoloLens or other products (e.g., spy-glasses). Ifwe
can establish which section of the head-centered video image
provides the best heuristic to estimate an observer’s direction
of gaze, and if we can determine how accurate such heuris-
tics would be, equipment such as spy-glasses may provide a
reasonable gaze tracking alternative.

Past studies of the central bias in day-to-day view-
ing have focused on navigation and its comparison to
viewing the same images during head-fixed eye tracking
(Foulsham et al., 2011; ’t Hart et al., 2009). During navi-
gation, gaze is directed at objects at a relatively large dis-
tance, which could influence the relative contributions of
head and body movements to gaze shifts. When viewing
objects at a larger distance, gaze shifts across larger angu-
lar distances can be obtained by relatively small shifts in the
orientation of the eyes, and therefore eye movements may
be preferred over head movements. On the other hand, nav-
igation involves large body and head movements, and eye
movements may be made to compensate for these move-
ments. Because of these possible influences of larger view-
ing distances, it is therefore important to establish whether
the central bias persists when tasks are performed that in-
volve viewing objects at a closer distance. Although stud-
ies have examined eye movements during other day-to-day
tasks, such as tea making (Land, Mennie, & Rusted, 1999),
driving (Land & Lee, 1994), and sports (Land & McLeod,
2000), none of these studies have reported the spatial
distribution of gaze positions or have directly compared
these spatial distributions across tasks. Fixed-head eye
tracking using images on a computer screen has sug-
gested that task modulates the pattern of eye movements
(Castelhano, Mack, & Henderson, 2009; DeAngelus & Pelz,
2009; Tatler, Wade, Kwan, Findlay, & Velichkovsky, 2010;
Yarbus, 1967), but it is unclear how these results extend to
day-to-day tasks.

The present study therefore aims to directly compare the
central bias across three different tasks, each involving inter-
actions with objects at different distances (see Table 1 for
estimates of the distances involved in each of the tasks).
As a baseline, a navigation task was used, which should
compare to earlier studies of the central bias in navigation
(Foulsham et al., 2011; ’t Hart et al., 2009). This task in-
volves looking at relatively large distances, in which ob-
servers look where they are going. While the task may also
involves shorter viewing distances, for example when open-
ing a door or pressing an elevator button, the overall viewing
distance is relatively large (Table 1). The navigation task
was compared to tea making (a classical task in this context,
Land et al., 1999), which involves interacting with objects
at arms-length or slightly further away (before initiatingthe
grasps of the objects), and to card sorting, where the objects
involved (the decks of cards) are typically held near the body
(at less than an arm’s length). By comparing the tasks, we
compare two hypotheses. If compensatory eye movements
for head and body movements dictate the distribution of gaze
positions, the largest spread of gaze position across the head-
mounted video image is expected for navigation, followed
by tea making, and card sorting. If, on the other hand, gaze
shifts are mostly reflecting making adjustments of the view-
ing angle towards objects at small and large distances, be-
cause objects at large distances require smaller head or eye
turns than objects at smaller distances, the largest deviations
of gaze position are expected for card sorting, followed by
tea making and navigation.

Table 1
Approximate distances to the participants’ bodies for the dif-
ferent tasks. These measures will depend on how exactly the
participants behaved (e.g., whether they bent forward while
sorting the cards) and therefore only provide an indication of
the typical distances involved in the different tasks.

Task Object involved Distance
Navigation Door 60-65cm
Navigation Tables 118cm
Navigation Sofas 110cm
Navigation Walls 67-72cm
Tea making Cupboards 45cm
Tea making Kettle 42cm
Tea making Shelves in cupboards 50cm-100cm
Tea making Fridge 22cm
Tea making Milk in Fridge 28cm
Tea making Held items 29cm
Card sorting Table 6-11cm
Card sorting Card 8-9cm
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Methods

Participants

Forty-eight participants (undergraduate and postgraduate
students from the University of Lincoln) took part in our
study. After removing data from six participants, whose eye
movements were not visible during two of the experimen-
tal tasks (tea making and card sorting; when looking down),
data from forty-two participants (Males= 14, Females= 28,
aged from 18 to 46 years old; mean= 21.38, SD= 5.18) re-
mained. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal
(with contact lenses) vision. All provided written consentfor
their participation in the study that was approved by the local
ethics committee.

Apparatus

Eye movements were recorded using a Tobii Pro 2 ultra-
light head mounted eye tracker (Figure 1a). The Tobii 2
eye tracker consists of a binocular headgear in the form of
a pair of glasses and a pocket sized recording unit. The inner
part of the headgear frame contains four eye cameras which
track participants’ eye movements using corneal reflection
and dark pupil signals. The headgear also contains a scene
camera in the center of the headgear recording video images
from the point of view of the participant. Data are stored
and analyzed by the recording unit, which was worn by the
participant in their pockets or on their belts. The system
samples scene views at 25Hz and eye gaze data at a rate of
50Hz. The scene camera video resolution is 1920 by 1080
pixels. This corresponds to a field of view of 82 degrees hor-
izontally and 52 degrees vertically. The visual field of view
is more than 160 degrees horizontally and 70 degrees verti-
cally (frame obstruction). The system is calibrated using a
single calibration point, recommended to be held at around
1.5 meters in front of the participant (approximately a fully
stretched arm’s length). Software then uses this information
to build a 3D model of the two eyes, which are then combined
to estimate the gaze position at different viewing distances.
How this is performed exactly is restricted information, and
we can therefore not give further details about this process.
While a microphone recorded sound during eye tracking, this
data was not used for the analysis. Further processing of
the data was conducted offline, using custom-built Perl and
Matlab scripts to extract the relevant information from the
data stored by the recording unit, and to analyze and plot the
results.

Design

Participants each performed three tasks (navigation, tea
making, card sorting). The order of these tasks was counter-
balanced across participants.

Procedure

Participants were asked to complete three everyday tasks
(navigation, tea making and card sorting). These tasks were
chosen to reflect a range of viewing distances, with naviga-
tion corresponding to visually engaging with objects at a rel-
atively large distance, tea making with objects at a medium
distance and card sorting with objects at a close distance.
Prior the start of the first task, participants were introduced
to the eye tracker and the study protocol. The eye tracker was
then fitted onto the participant’s head normally, with the pair
of glasses feeling comfortably. No further adjustment of the
camera or field of view was possible, as the camera is fixed
within the system. Following this, a one point calibration
procedure took place. This procedure required participants
to fixate their eyes at a marker, placed approximately 1.5m
away from them, without moving their heads. After cali-
bration of the eye tracker, participants were given a general
description of each task and were told in what sequence they
would perform the tasks. For all tasks participants were ad-
vised to behave as naturally as possible and were informed
that there was no time limit to complete them. More detailed
information (e.g., what items needed to be used) was given
at the beginning of each task.

Navigation task.In the navigation task, we asked par-
ticipants to walk a specific route inside a building located at
the University of Lincoln campus (Figures 1b and 2a)). We
selected this route for two reasons. First of all because it
included a variety of different environmental features (e.g.,
staircase, corridors). Secondly the selected route was less
busy comparing to the rest of the building. As a result we
were able to minimize any potential accidents caused by col-
lisions with other people. Likewise, when using the stairs
participants were only asked to climb the staircase. An ele-
vator was used for moving participants between floors when
they had to go down. During the task, the experimenter fol-
lowed participants at a close distance in order to provide
instructions about the route (e.g., turn left, go through the
door), to ensure that the eye tracking equipment was func-
tional throughout the recording, and to ensure the safety of
the participant. Participants were instructed to move in their
own pace and to behave as naturally as possible (e.g., move
their head freely to explore the environment).

Tea making task.The tea making task was inspired by
the classic experiment of Land et al. (1999). The task took
place inside a kitchen located in the same building as the
navigation task. Before leading participants into the kitchen,
we explained to them that the task required from them to
make a cup of tea for the experimenter. Upon arriving at
the kitchen, participants were given additional instructions.
They were told that to complete the task they needed to use
specific items that were placed inside the kitchen cupboards
(see Figures 1c and 2b). The items we used were two dif-
ferent colored jars which contained tea (green jar, with ‘tea’
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a) The Tobii 2 glasses system

b) Example corridor for navigation

c) Example cupboard for tea making

d) Decks of cards after sorting

e) Example gaze navigation

f ) Example gaze tea making

g) Example gaze card sorting

Figure 1. a) Illustration of the eye tracking equipment used (headgear and recording unit). b) Example of one of the corridors
encountered by the participants during the navigation task. c) Example of the contents of one of the cupboards in the tea
making task. Note the target cup in the middle of the cupboard. d) The decks of cards used for the card sorting task. These
were shuffled into one stack before the start of the experiment. e) Example showing the extraction of gaze location for the
navigation task (red arrows show the horizontal and vertical distance towards the top left of the image, providing the data
analyzed). f) Example of a gaze location during the tea making task. g) Example of a gaze location during the card sorting
task.

written on the outside) and sugar (red jar, with ‘sugar’ writ-
ten on the outside), a tea spoon (placed in the front of one
of the shelves of one of the cupboards), a mug with a spe-
cific pattern (displaying different colored butterflies, this was
explained to the participant as a request to use the experi-
menter’s own mug) and a small bottle of milk, placed inside
the fridge. In order to enhance the sense of a real kitchen,
we did not remove any other items that were present in the
kitchen. The locations of the task relevant items were kept
the same for all participants. We reminded participants that
they should behave as naturally as possible, that they were
free to search all the cupboards inside the kitchen, and that
there was no time limit for the task.

Card sorting task.In the card sorting task, participants
were asked to sit at a table in the same kitchen used for the
tea making task and were given a stack of playing cards (Fig-
ures 1d and 2c). The stack of cards consisted of two decks
of cards, each with a different design on its back side. One
had a common playing card back design, whereas the second
deck had a Star Wars back design. Prior to arrival of the par-

ticipant, the experimenter had shuffled to the stack of cards,
placed the stack on the table inside the kitchen. Participants
were instructed to sort the stack of cards into two decks, ac-
cording to their back side theme. As in the other tasks we
reminded participants that there was no time limit.

Data analysis

After extracting the raw data from the recording unit,
these data were converted to files containing the horizontal
and vertical gaze positions within the video image using a
custom-built Perl script. To locate the start and end frames
and samples for each task (the recording of the three tasks
was performed in a single session, without stopping the eye
tracker), the video files were visually inspected. For initial
inspection of the data, we combined the gaze data with the
video recordings using a custom-built Matlab script, showing
a green dot where in the head mounted video image the gaze
of the participant was located for each of the three tasks (Fig-
ures 1e to 1g). We then filtered the data for participants for
whom the gaze position was consistently outside the video
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Figure 2. a) Illustration of the path taken by participants during the indoors navigation task. Participants started from the lab
on the second floor of the building, went up the stairs to the third floor, went across this floor and took the lift down to the
second floor, and followed a different path towards the kitchen (participants starting withthe navigation task). Participants
starting with one of the other two tasks (which took place in the kitchen) started in the kitchen and went up the stairs from
there. b) Illustration of the layout of the kitchen. The kettle was placed on a counter with underneath a set of cupboards and
above a set of cupboards. All items relevant to the task were placed in the cupboards above the counter (except for the milk,
which was in the fridge), at the places indicated in the illustration. c) Illustration of the card sorting task. Participants were
seated at the table in the kitchen and formed two piles of cards from the large deck in their hands.

image (and therefore recorded as missing data). These partic-
ipants were excluded from the analysis (see the participants
section above). Subsequent analysis involved computing the
distribution, average and spread of the gaze position in the
image for the three tasks. Next the minimal size of the el-
lipse covering an area of the image to contain a certain per-
centage of gaze points was determined. Finally, sequences
of frames for which the gaze position was outside the center
region, were examined to determine in what instances gaze
positions were outside the central window. Statistics were
computed using SPSS version 21 (F- and t-values, p-values,
and partial eta square values) and JASP version 0.7.5.6 (Co-
hen’s d values and BF10 factors).

Results

Figure 3a provides 2D histograms of all the samples
recorded in each of the three tasks (samples across all par-
ticipants). The plots suggest that participants fixated mostly
along the vertical midline of the video images, without any
clear task influences.

To study the distribution of individual participants, Fig-

ure 3b plots the gaze distribution of each of the participants
in the form of an ellipse around their average gaze position,
with separate horizontal and vertical radii equal to the stan-
dard deviation for that participant. Although many ellipses
overlap, there is some variation in the position and size of
the ellipses across participants.

To quantify the bias in gaze position and the variabil-
ity in gaze position, Figure 4 plots the average gaze posi-
tion and standard deviations of gaze position across tasks.
The data plotted here were obtained by computing the av-
erage gaze location in the image for each participant sepa-
rately, as well as the standard deviation of these locations,
which were then averaged across participants. Gaze loca-
tions are shown as a percentage of the width and height of
the video image. Repeated measures ANOVAs and BF10
factors (indicating the evidence in support of the alterna-
tive hypothesis against the null hypothesis) showed no effect
of task on the horizontal gaze position (F(1.7,68.7)=0.90,
p=0.39, η2

p=0.022, BF10=0.164) and no effect of task on
the vertical gaze position (F(2,82)=1.71, p=0.19,η2

p=0.040,
BF10=0.32). Likewise, no effect of task was found on the
horizontal (F(2,82)=0.81, p=0.45, η2

p=0.019, BF10=0.16)
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a) Histograms of sample gaze locations across participants

b) Individual gaze bias (mean + standard deviation)
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Figure 3. a) 2D histograms of gaze samples across all participants, plotted separately for the three tasks. b) Ellipses showing
the gaze bias for individual participants (ellipses showing one standard deviation away from the mean for each participant).
Numbers along the horizontal and vertical axis indicate where in the head-centered video image the recorded gaze position
was located. A number of, for example, 30% indicates that therecorded gaze was at a distance of 30% of the width of the
image, measured from left of the image (horizontal axis) or at a distance of 30% of the height of the image, measured from
the bottom of the image (vertical axis).

and vertical standard deviations (F(1.4,55.8)=0.86, p=0.39,
η

2
p=0.020, BF10=0.17). Moreover, effect sizes were rela-

tively small (allη2
p < 0.1).

One-sample t-tests showed that horizontal gaze positions
were left of the vertical midline for the navigation task
(t(41)=5.06, p<0.001, d=0.78; medium to large effect size)
and tea making task (t(41)=3.26, p=0.0023, d=0.50; medium
effect size), but not for the card sorting task (t(41)=1.83,
p=0.075, d=0.28; small effect size). The same tests for ver-
tical gaze positions showed that gaze was directed above
the horizontal midline for the tea making task (t(41)=3.20,
p=0.0027; d=0.34; small effect size), and the card sorting
task (t(41)=4.15, p<0.001; d=0.49; medium effect size), but
not for the navigation task after adjusting the critical p-value
using a Bonferroni correction (t(41)=2.20, p=0.033; d=0.64;
medium effect size). Paired samples t-tests showed that ver-
tical standard deviations were larger than horizontal standard
deviations for all three tasks (all p<0.01 after Bonferroni cor-
rection).

Data loss

A possible cause of the central bias that needs to be ex-
amined is that recording of eye gaze may be worse along
the edges of the head mounted video image. This cause
cannot be directly investigated (as the data are missing), but
we can determine whether data loss varies across tasks, and
where the observer was looking just before data loss occurred
(which may give an indirect indication of the possible cause).
Figure 5a shows that missing values occurred for around 17%
of the samples. While missing values tended to be slightly
less frequent for the navigation task, the difference between
the three tasks did not reach statistical significance and a
Bayesian analysis suggested that the evidence for the null
hypothesis (no task effect) to be a factor 10 times the evi-
dence for the alternative hypothesis (F(2,82)=0.32, p=0.73,
η

2
p=0.008, BF10=0.099).

The spatial distribution of the samples just before missing
values is provided in Figure 5. It shows that for all three
tasks, just before a missing value, the observer most likely
fixated the lower edge of the head mounted image. Missing
values therefore appear to be mostly due to participants look-
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Figure 4. Average gaze location and standard deviations across the three tasks (plotted such that horizontal averages above
50% indicate a gaze bias towards the right and vertical averages above 50% indicate a gaze bias towards the top section of the
video image). Separate data plots show the average location(as a percentage of the width or height of the video image) and
standard deviation of the locations (first computed per participant and then averaged). The red horizontal lines indicate the
center of the image. Error bars show the standard error of themean across participants.

ing down with their eyes and less by turning their head down-
wards. Other missing values are preceded by samples along
the vertical midline. These may be due to blinks, but this
would need to be investigated further in mobile eye tracking
systems that explicitly code for blinks in the data. Overall,
the distribution of the samples of missing data do not suggest
that the central bias in our data is due to the system failing to
measure eye gaze at the edge of the video image (there is no
ring of pre-missing-value-samples away from the edge of the
video image).

Using the bias as a heuristic for gaze position

The average data show that participants systematically fix-
ate near the center of the head-centered image, and that this
tendency was unaffected by the task participants performed.
To establish whether these findings can be used to estimate
where in the head-centered image participants fixate without
eye tracker information, we compute two measures. First,
we determine what percentage of samples of the eye tracking
data are contained within ellipses around the participants’ av-
erage gaze bias of various sizes. With this measure, it is pos-
sible to determine what area of the video image from the head

mounted camera needs to be considered to capture a certain
percentage of gaze points. The second measure considers
the histogram of distances between estimated gaze position
(on the basis of the central bias) and the actual gaze position.
Three different strategies will be considered, differing in the
amount of information used from the present findings.

Individual ellipses. A first strategy would be to first
record a sample of a participant’s eye movements with a mo-
bile eye tracker, and then remove the mobile eye tracker and
fit the participant with the head-mounted video camera (e.g.,
spy glasses). A slight complication of this method would be
that the direction of the video camera in both systems would
need to be identical (i.e., how much it points downwards or
upwards), but for the sake of the present analysis, this is as-
sumed to be the case. For such an approach, one eye tracker
would need to be available. For each participant a ‘calibra-
tion’ is performed, in which the central bias for that partici-
pant is estimated using the mobile eye tracker. After this cal-
ibration phase, participants are then entered into the group
testing phase of the study and each asked to wear a head-
centered video camera (which can be spyglasses instead of
mobile eye trackers). The central bias measured with the
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Figure 5. a) Percentages of missing values per task. b) Distributions of the samples just before missing observations, providing
an indication of the reason for the missing values.

mobile eye tracker for each participant can then be used to
estimate where people are looking on the basis of the head-
centered video images.

In terms of data analysis, the ellipse estimating where the
participant fixates in the video image is based on that par-
ticipant’s mean and standard deviation of the gaze position
acquired with the eye tracker during the ‘calibration’ stage.
To evaluate how well such an approach would work, Fig-
ure 6a plots the number of samples contained within ellipses
for each participant as a function of the area occupied by the
ellipse (as a percentage of the video image). This done for a
range of ellipse sizes from near 0% of the image to near 50%
of the image. During this process, we used the observed hor-
izontal and vertical standard deviation of gaze positions for
each participant to determine the shape of the ellipse, and
multiply these standard deviations by an increasing factor
to increase the size of the ellipse. The results suggest that
to capture 80% of participants’ gaze locations, a surface of
around 20% of the image is needed and a surface of around
30% of the image to capture 90% of the samples. Across the
three tasks, we find that similar size ellipses are needed to
capture the same number of samples.

Figure 6d provides another view of how good estimates
are on the basis of people’s individual central biases. In this
plot, histograms are provided of the distance between the ac-
tual gaze position and the center of the individual partici-
pants’ ellipses (used as estimates of where the look on the
basis of the head mounted video image only). This shows
that most samples are at around 20% of the size of the video
image (horizontal and vertical deviations weighted equally),
with only few samples beyond 40% of the size of the image.
For the card sorting task, there appear to be more observa-
tions with smaller distances from the actual position, but the
difference with the other two tasks is small.

Use data from present study. A second strategy would
be to use the present data and compute an average gaze loca-
tion across tasks and participants (as shown in Figure 4), and
to use these data as an estimate where in the head-centered
image participants fixate. This strategy would suit labs with-

out an eye tracker, but with head-mounted video cameras,
and takes advantage of the present results. As with the first
strategy, the success of the approach depends on whether
the angle of the head-mounted video camera (the amount by
which it looks down or up from the participant’s head) is
similar across configurations. For the present analysis, we
assume it is. Figure 6b provides an estimate of how large the
area of the ellipse based on these estimates need to be to con-
tain a certain percentage of gaze points. The estimates dif-
fer slightly across tasks (with navigation needing the small-
est ellipes), but overall, to capture around 80% of the sam-
ples, a surface area of around 30% is needed with this second
strategy. To capture 90% of the samples around 40% of the
area of the image is needed. In terms of distances between
the actual and estimated gaze positions, using the average
bias across participants increases the proportion of samples
at longer distances from the actual difference than by using
individual biases (Figure 6e).

Assume central fixation. A final strategy is to assume
participants look in the center of the image and that their
horizontal and vertical standard deviation of gaze points are
identical. This strategy does not require an eye tracker, and
assumes that people tend to look at the center of the head
mounted image. Figure 6c estimates the size of the surface
area of the image needed to a certain percentage of gaze
points. To capture 80% of the gaze points, an area of around
36% of the image is needed, whereas to capture 90% of the
samples around 50% of the image is needed. Smaller el-
lipses are needed for the navigation task than for tea making
or card sorting, possibly because vertical gaze positions were
slightly closer to the midline for this task (Figure 4). The dis-
tances with the actual gaze position (Figure 6f) do not differ
much with respect to the second method considered, using
the central bias observed in the present study (Figure 6e).

Periods away from the central bias

One approach to improve eye tracking on the basis of
the head-centered video image alone, is to determine when
participants fixate outside the center region, and to examine
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c) Center of screen isotropic bias
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Figure 6. Estimates of the percentage of gaze points contained within ellipses of various sizes modeling the central bias.
Along the horizontal axis the size of the ellipse is shown (asa percentage of the total surface size of the video image; ‘surface
area’), whereas on the vertical axis the percentage of gaze points contained in the ellipse is indicated (‘samples contained’).
a) Estimates based on ellipses estimated for each participant individually using a baseline task with a mobile eye tracker.
b) Estimates based on ellipses based on the present data. c) Estimates based on assuming an isotropic bias (equal standard
deviations in both horizontal and vertical directions) towards the center of the image. Lines in the graphs are connecting the
individual data points. d, e, and f) Histograms of the distance between the actual gaze position and the estimated gaze position
on the basis of the various bias measures (as in a, b and c).

whether any common aspects can be found for periods of fix-
ation outside the center region. Possibly, such periods canbe
detected on the basis of visual properties of the video image
(e.g., motion blur), allowing for these sections of the video
to be removed so that they do not contaminate the analysis.

To examine what happens during periods of fixation out-
side the central regions, sequences of gaze positions outside
an ellipse centered around a participant’s average gaze po-
sition and with a width and height of 1.25 times the stan-
dard deviation that lasted at least 5 samples (83 milliseconds)
were extracted. Visual inspection of the extracted frames
suggested that viewing outside the central region occurred
mostly (1) when interacting with the experimenter, (2) mov-
ing one’s head or body (resulting in image blur), and (3)
when inside a small space (e.g., a lift; see Figure 7).

Discussion

To examine how task influences the central bias in gaze
behavior in day-to-day viewing, we recorded eye movements
from participants while they performed three different tasks
(navigation, tea making, card sorting) while wearing a mo-

bile eye tracker. We chose these tasks to reflect a range of
viewing distances (Table 1) to examine whether the central
bias is influenced by this factor. Analysis of the data showed
a strong bias towards (slightly left and above) the center of
the head centered video image, which was independent of the
task participants performed.

In our study, we found a bias towards gaze locations
along the vertical midline, with systematically larger ver-
tical variability in gaze locations than horizontal variabil-
ity. These results contrast with earlier observations when
tracking eye movements towards static and dynamic images
using head-fixed eye tracking. In this latter situation, the
distribution of gaze points tends to be along the horizon-
tal midline (e.g., Cristino & Baddeley, 2009; ’t Hart et al.,
2009), although a wide horizontal distribution is not sys-
tematically found (e.g., Tatler, 2007). The larger vertical
variability also contrasts with some findings in mobile eye
tracking (Kretch & Adolph, 2015; ’t Hart et al., 2009), al-
though the bias towards the horizontal midline was weaker
for outdoor navigation (Foulsham et al., 2011) and in infants
(Kretch & Adolph, 2015).

Participants in our study tended to look slightly left of
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a) Interaction with experimenter b) Inside small space c) Moving head and/or body

Figure 7. Examples of frames where participants looked away from thecentral location. Visual inspection suggested that such
frames mostly involved (1) interacting the with experimenter, (2) gaze during head and body movements (visible as blur in the
image), and (3) when inside small spaces (like inside a lift).

the vertical midline. Such a leftward bias was also found by
(Foulsham et al., 2011) while walking (mobile eye tracking),
but not while watching (with a stabilized head eye tracker).
Other studies, however, have reported leftward biases during
stabilized head eye tracking. For example, when viewing
fractals, observers’ first saccade tended to be directed to-
wards the left (Foulsham & Kingstone, 2010). This tendency
to make a first leftward saccade was also found for viewing
natural scenes (Foulsham, Gray, Nasiopoulos, & Kingstone,
2013) and in face perception (Butler et al., 2005). Leftward
biases are also found in the distribution of fixations, for ex-
ample in face perception (Guo, Meints, Hall, Hall, & Mills,
2009; Guo, Smith, Powell, & Nicholls, 2012;
Hermens & Zdravkovíc, 2015) and visual search
(Durgin, Doyle, & Egan, 2008). Leftward biases for faces
have been explained from a right-hemispheric dominance
in processing faces, but observations of leftward biases
in other tasks (navigation, tea making, scene perception)
suggest that the leftward bias in eye movements may have
a different cause. Leftward biases in eye movements may
relate to reading direction (e.g., Chokron & De Agostini,
1995; Spalek & Hammad, 2005), and it would therefore be
interesting to investigate gaze biases during day-to-day tasks
in participants with a dominant reading direction other than
left-to-right (e.g., in Hebrew, or Asian writing systems).

Previous research has suggested that observers tend to
fixate more towards the top of the image for interiors
and more towards the bottom of images for urban scenes
(Parkhurst et al., 2002). Our data suggest that for indoor nav-
igation, like in outdoor navigation (Foulsham et al., 2011),
there is a bias towards the top half of the image. Vertical bi-
ases in mobile eye tracking, however, need to be interpreted
with care, as the recorded gaze position in the image depends
on how the scene camera is oriented with respect to the ob-
server’s head, and may therefore vary with the equipment
used. To examine the extent to which the vertical bias is
due to the equipment used, future studies should examine the
bias for identical tasks with the different eye tracking sys-

tems, and methods should be developed to align the recorded
video images of different eye tracking systems. Presently, we
can only compare vertical biases (e.g., across different tasks)
within the same participant measured with the same system.
Differences in the orientation of the head-mounted camera
can also explain why the size of the area of the video image
containing 90% of all gaze points was smaller when partici-
pant specific regions were used, compared to when the region
was based on data from all participants (as the downward an-
gle of the scene camera may vary across participants).

Previous work has suggested a stronger central bias with
more object interactions (Bambach, Crandall, & Yu, 2013).
Our tasks varied in the number of such interactions. In nav-
igation, object interactions were infrequent and mostly in-
volved opening doors, holding hand rails, and pressing lift
buttons (an estimated 8 object interactions per participant,
based on a random subset of 10 the participants). More
object interactions took place during tea making, involving
opening cupboard doors, and handling the objects involved in
making the tea (an estimated 34 object interactions per par-
ticipant). Finally, card sorting involved continuous handling
of objects (the cards). Because we did not find a difference
between tasks in the central bias, our data therefore suggest
no role for the number of object interactions in the central
bias, but it is unclear why we reach a different conclusion
from Bambach et al. (2013) on this matter. It should be noted
that our study was not specifically designed to investigate
this matter and therefore future studies should address this
issue further with tasks specifically designed to compare the
amount of object handling while keeping all other conditions
constant.

In our study we relied on one system (the Tobii 2 glasses),
which uses binocular recording, 3D modeling of the human
eyes and a single point calibration method to estimate where
observers are looking in the head mounted image. How this
particular method compares with methods applied by other
systems that may use monocular eye recordings, offline cali-
bration methods, flexible orienting of the head mounted cam-
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era, and other methods of mounting the system on observers’
heads, is unclear. Data from our navigation task generally
agrees with those obtained by (Foulsham et al., 2011) using
a different system, which suggests that the biases that we ob-
serve are linked to human viewing strategies rather than to
how the data are measured, but future studies should investi-
gate this matter in more detail.

It may be tempting to interpret the present re-
sults and those from earlier mobile eye tracking stud-
ies (Foulsham et al., 2011; Kretch & Adolph, 2015;
’t Hart et al., 2009) as evidence for a photographer’s
bias as the cause of the central bias, as, for example, put
forwards by Tseng et al. (2009) (however, see Tatler, 2007).
In this bias, objects of interest are placed in the center
of the image by the photographer, which could explain
why eye tracking towards these images shows a bias to
the center. During day-to-day tasks, the observer may
adopt a similar strategy, and place objects of interest in
the middle of the head-centered image (Dorr et al., 2010;
Schumann et al., 2008). Such an automatic ‘photographer’s
bias’ (turning one’s head towards objects of interest) may
explain why the central bias is found both when freely
navigating (head movements allowed) and when watching
videos of someone else navigating (no head movements
allowed, Foulsham et al., 2011; ’t Hart et al., 2009). The
photographer’s bias in day-to-day, however, is likely to
have a different cause than the aesthetic considerations that
may underlie the bias for images. A likely candidate is the
tendency of humans to keep the eye centered in its orbit
(one of the causes of the central bias suggested by Tatler,
2007), where the position of the eye can be best estimated
(Biguer et al., 1982; Pelz & Canosa, 2001), and from which
the eye can most easily rotate into different directions. In
such an interpretation, what the bias shows is that people
move their head when orienting towards objects of interest,
rather than shifting their eye gaze within the head.

Our results suggest that the central bias provides a reason-
able heuristic for estimating where people look on the basis
of a head-centered video image, in agreement with earlier
suggestions that the bias provides a good baseline for predict-
ing where observers fixate in static images (Clarke & Tatler,
2014; Tatler & Vincent, 2009). Our analysis shows that
when the bias of a particular participant is known, 90% of an
observer’s gaze samples are contained in a window of around
30% of the image. While this is still a relatively large section
of the image, which may contain several objects (e.g., while
it will not be possible to tell what word a person is fixating
while reading a text, it will probably tell whether the observer
is looking at the book, or the wall instead), it demonstrates
that a global sense of observers’ eye movements can be ob-
tained from a head mounted video image alone.

Our analysis also demonstrated that there were certain
situations where observers tend to fixate outside the cen-

tral window (interacting with people, during head and body
movements, inside narrow spaces). For applications in which
head-mounted cameras are used as a method to estimate
an observer’s gaze, it would be best to exclude these in-
tervals, because it is likely that the observer’s cannot be
guessed from the central bias. Events such as these may
be detected for example by tracking people’s head move-
ments (with technology such as that used in mobile phones
and tablets) or by applying computer algorithms to de-
tect motion blur in video images (Tong, Li, Zhang, & Zhang,
2004), by using binocular information from eye track-
ing systems to estimate the average viewing distance (to
detect small spaces), or software to automatically detect
faces in video images (Hsu, Abdel-Mottaleb, & Jain, 2002;
Jesorsky, Kirchberg, & Frischholz, 2001; Yang & Huang,
1994) to detect social interactions. Further improve-
ments in estimating the direction of the observer’s gaze
in head-mounted video recordings may be obtained by
applying saliency models (e.g., Itti & Koch, 2001), but
applying such models will be computationally expen-
sive, and may not always be a feasible option. At
present we can only speculate why participants devi-
ate from the central bias in the observed circumstances.
Possibly, direct looks at the relatively unfamiliar ex-
perimenter were avoided (Foulsham, Walker, & Kingstone,
2009; Laidlaw, Foulsham, Kuhn, & Kingstone, 2011). Pos-
sibly, participants avoid turning their head in small spaces.
And possibly, the eyes move before the head follows in day
to day tasks, but such explanations need to be studied in more
specifically designed future studies.

Our results have direct implications for emerging tech-
nologies, allowing for the recordings and streaming of videos
from the users’ point of view. A possible application would
be to provide direct information about fixated objects via
visual feedback to the person wearing the technology (aug-
mented reality, e.g., Google Glass or Microsoft’s HoloLens).
For example, the device could provide a restaurant’s menu
the moment a user is walking past and looking at the outside
of a restaurant, or a patient’s medical records when a physi-
cian turns their head towards the patient. The central bias
may be an important first step in the development of such
technology.
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